The world of device management used to be comfortably divided in two: tools such as Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager* for PCs and solutions such as AirWatch Enterprise Mobility Management* for smartphones and tablets. Such neat divisions no longer work—tablets can increasingly run as full PCs, and energy-saving innovations in 4th generation Intel® Core™ processors and Intel® Atom™ processors increase device battery life and make PCs more attractive as mobile devices. Other new form factors, such as Ultrabook™ devices and 2 in 1 devices, can make PCs function much more easily in a mobile context as well.

Traditional, domain-centered management tools such as Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager may not be effective for highly mobile Windows* devices. Fortunately, new features in Windows 8.1* and Windows Server 2012 R2* simplify managing devices that are running the updated operating system through enterprise mobility management tools. And third-party enterprise mobility management solutions such as AirWatch* build upon this functionality and extend beyond what is natively available through Windows.

MDM Capabilities Available Right Out of the Box with Windows 8.1

The cornerstone of mobile device management (MDM) for Windows 8.1 devices is the built-in MDM agent. This agent is compatible with the industry-standard Open Mobile Alliance Device Management (OMA DM) protocol. Users and administrators can perform a number of administrative tasks without having to first install a management agent.

The built-in management capabilities of Windows 8.1 also enable some provisioning and reporting functionality for administrators. IT administrators can provision Windows 8.1 devices with security certificates and some wireless and VPN settings. Administrators can also view connected Windows 8.1 devices, the antivirus compliance of those devices, and operating system updates. Corporate IT can remotely wipe the data in a device’s Work Folders, a feature in Windows Server 2012 R2 that synchronizes data between corporate network file shares and users’ mobile devices.
AirWatch Applies New Windows 8.1 Management Capabilities …

AirWatch was one of the first third-party MDM ISVs to support Windows 8.1. AirWatch Mobile Device Management takes advantage of the built-in management capabilities in Windows 8.1 to enable the following specific functions.

Mobile Device Management

• Self-service enrollment. Users do not need to download an agent to their Windows 8.1 device. Either separately or after connecting their device to the corporate network through the Workplace Join feature in Windows Server 2012 R2, users can enter their Active Directory Domain Services* user name and password to enroll their device with AirWatch.

• Wi-Fi* profiles. Administrators can enable employees to automatically connect to corporate Wi-Fi networks without user interaction. Corporate IT can assign Wi-Fi profiles based on user group, location within a defined geo-fence, or time of day. For example, if employees should be accessing Wi-Fi only during defined business hours, AirWatch enables IT administrators to set that restriction.

• VPN profiles. AirWatch enables IT administrators to push VPN profiles automatically or on demand to devices and assign them based on user group, location, or time of day. Note that this feature currently works only with third-party solutions, such as Juniper Networks Junos Pulse*, F5 Networks Access Policy Manager*, and Dell SonicWALL Secure Remote Access* solutions; administrators cannot configure Windows VPN in this fashion.

• Restriction profiles. IT administrators can set up profiles to enhance management and restrict user activities such as by allowing or denying data usage while roaming, by enabling or disabling SmartScreen Filter in Microsoft Internet Explorer*, and by configuring User Access Control settings.

• Push certificates. Administrators can push security certificates that pertain to either the user or the device over the air to the certificate store on Windows 8.1 devices. These certificates can be used to authenticate the user or the device to access corporate network resources.

• Configure web clips. Web clips are Internet shortcuts that administrators can populate directly to a user’s Windows 8.1 Start screen. Rather than having to manually enter the URL, users can click links to go directly to corporate network resources, such as Microsoft SharePoint* sites or web applications.

• Automated compliance monitoring. Administrators can verify that enrolled devices comply with various network policies, such as whether or not a device is encrypted or if it has connected with the AirWatch server within a specific period of time. It also offers administrators some options for remediating out-of-compliance devices, such as blocking the VPN profile of an unencrypted device.

Mobile Application Management

• AirWatch Enterprise App Catalog* provides a central location for users to view, browse, search, install, update, and rate public, internal, and web applications. Administrators can customize app categories and make apps available based on user, device, or group. Administrators can also use the Enterprise App Catalog to install and manage internal apps over the air (however, not public apps).

… And Extends EMM Capabilities beyond What Windows 8.1 Provides

AirWatch also offers a number of additional solutions that work or will soon work with Windows devices beyond what Windows 8.1 MDM provides. These solutions include means for containerizing apps, e-mails, and corporate data on mobile devices.

Mobile Content Management1

• AirWatch Secure Content Locker* allows users access to corporate data from their Windows devices and enables two-way synchronization of content from users’ desktops to other devices via Secure Content Locker Sync. It integrates with on-premises repositories such as Microsoft SharePoint, Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV), and network file servers as well as with cloud storage solutions such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud* (Amazon EC2*) and cloud repositories, including Microsoft Office 365*, Microsoft SkyDrive*, and Google Drive*. Hybrid solutions are also available.

IT can use Active Directory Domain Services/Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), Kerberos, or token-based or certificate-based methods to authenticate users. All data and content sent to mobile devices is encrypted in transit and at rest with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 256-bit encryption complying with the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2 standard. AirWatch Secure Content Locker runs as an app on the Windows 8.1 Start screen.
Mobile E-Mail Management

- **AirWatch Inbox** is a containerized e-mail application that separates corporate e-mail from personal e-mail on mobile devices, such as the Windows 8.1 mail app. It integrates with Microsoft Exchange, Lotus Notes, Novell GroupWise, Microsoft Office 365, and Google Apps infrastructure. AirWatch Inbox enforces e-mail access control policies, such as blocking compromised devices, deploying or revoking certificates, and discovering and blocking unmanaged devices through the AirWatch Secure Email Gateway. Administrators can also require e-mail attachments to link to files stored in AirWatch Secure Content Locker. AirWatch Inbox also encrypts data at rest with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 256-bit encryption. It will be available for Windows 8.1 in 2014.

Increased Mobile Device Security with Intel Processors

Windows 8.1 with AirWatch management and solutions running on Intel processors can take advantage of additional security benefits. Both AirWatch Inbox and AirWatch Secure Content Locker, as well as BitLocker Drive Encryption device and drive encryption in Windows 8.1, use the AES encryption algorithm. Intel Data Protection Technology with Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions (AES-NI) is a cryptographic instruction set that accelerates AES data encryption and decryption on devices that are powered by Intel Core processors and Intel Atom processors.

Explore New Ways to Manage and Secure Windows Mobile Devices

As whole classes of PCs that run Windows have come to increasingly resemble mobile devices, enterprises are looking to use EMM solutions to manage them. Windows 8.1 provides a host of new EMM functionality for Windows-based devices and provides hooks to conveniently connect Windows 8.1 to third-party enterprise mobility management solutions such as AirWatch Enterprise Mobility Management. AirWatch Enterprise Mobility Management and other standalone AirWatch solutions also provide additional management and security features that exceed those built directly into Windows 8.1 and Windows Server 2012 R2. Intel processors can help further increase the security of Windows 8.1 devices through hardware-assisted security features such as AES-NI.

**Figure 1:** Intel Data Protection Technology with AES-NI accelerates encryption and decryption of data
Additional Information

For more information about the built-in MDM feature in Windows 8.1* and Windows Server 2012 R2*, visit:

For more information about solutions from AirWatch, visit: www.air-watch.com/solutions
For more information about Intel hardware-assisted security features, visit: www.intel.com/technology/security

---

2. For more details about AirWatch Mobile Email Management* in Windows 8.1*, including AirWatch Inbox, see http://www.air-watch.com/solutions/windows-pc-r.
3. No computer system can provide absolute security under all conditions. Built-in security features available on select Intel® processors may require additional software, hardware, services, and/or an Internet connection. Results may vary depending upon configuration. Consult your system manufacturer for more details. For more information visit www.intel.com/technology/security.
4. Intel® Data Protection Technology with Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions (AES-NI) requires a computer system with an AES-NI enabled processor, as well as non-Intel software to execute the instructions in the correct sequence. AES-NI is available on select Intel® processors. For availability, consult your reseller or system manufacturer. For more information, see http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-advanced-encryption-standard-instructions-aes-ni/.
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